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INTRODUCTION TO DYNATIQ

On Dynatiq, you can sell your online business (including domains, websites, source codes).
Dynatiq is decentralized service with 0% fee.

We are using cutting-edge technology to provide blockchain based decentralized service for 
$250m - $500m per annum industry. 

Domains or websites marketplaces that are available today provide centralized solutions that 
can't be trusted.

Our blockchain decentralized marketplace provides a solution for this.

Our team consists of talented experts with 4 years experience in blockchain technology. 

Optional Escrow will be available on our blockchain based decentralized business marketplace 
to prevent fraud and provide a various advantage for people that transacts with it. 

A trust and feedback system will also be implemented.

With the aid of our technology, we will provide decentralized blockchain system for traffic or 
domain verification thereby preventing anyone from getting scammed. Our bounty programs 
will be evenly distributed across various industries.

In summary, Dynatiq will simply replace domain marketplaces with centralized solutions that 
exist for customers with a dynamic strategy that works based on blockchain technology and 
this will boost customer and brand relationship. This new technology will enhance the 
participation of customers and brands on website and domain marketplaces to ensure 
maximum security and increase the value for participants.

Introducing Dynatiq, a blockchain based 
decentralized domain, websites, and businesses 
marketplace.
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PROBLEMS OF MARKETPLACE CENTRALIZATION

The centralized control of a business, website or domain marketplace means authority and the 
ability to make decisions is being concentrated in the hands of a certain set of leaders. Even 
though this approach comes with certain benefits, especially considering the consistency and 
expertise involved. There are some problems that also affect domain centralization.

A centralized control of website, domain or business marketplace limits the quick 
responsiveness and flexibility in management.  If certain changes arise in economic conditions 
which may lead to a change in operations or marketing, centralization will actually require 
communication of local managers with people at the top. Consider a scenario where a domain 
marketplace is involved in a controversial activity, centralization makes it difficult to deal with 
this scenario thereby causing delays can lead to poor customer service.

Less local adaptability

A centralized website or domain market limits management responsibilities. For website 
managers with a high degree of importance in their role. Centralization delays the process 
involved in a domain and website marketplace management.

Poor management

Another problem that affects centralization is health or other life events that may arise thereby 
preventing them from carrying on.  In centralized platforms, managers don't have the 
experience that is needed to make key decisions and learning how to manipulate them over 
time.

Limited Succession Planning

Business managers, web and domain employees face the problem of virtual distance in a 
centralized structure. This limits the ability of people that interact with your customers to offer 
feedback based on what customers want and the major corrections that are needed to be done 
on the frontlines. The fact that frontline employees may also feel tired of offering feedback 
especially considering the fact that their suggestions o"en falls on deaf ears.

Poor Feedback
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DYNATIQ SOLUTIONS

The centralization of technology means that a single company or government controls a 
particular business. In addition to this, decentralized technology is managed by a network of 
participants that is under the control of nobody. Here are some benefits of decentralization.

THE BENEFITS OF 
DECENTRALIZATION

Most times, our information and money are being entrusted to governments and companies. 
There are various scenarios where the trust we have in third parties usually lets us down. Trust 
in various areas ranging from letting a product to back up all your photos to allow the startup to 
be bought or thrown out of business. Lack of trust in a central authority also causes social 
media to sell your data to advertisers. Decentralization technique will help you to eliminate the 
trust that is bestowed upon third parties.

No need for trust in a central authority

Single point of failure that results from outages caused by centralization websites is rampant. 
Consider a scenario where Gmail shuts down thereby causing a halt in productivity as you are 
hindered from accessing your email. Another case that can be considered is when your bank 
shuts down due to maintenance process thereby hindering you from making online transfers to 
settle debts and pay bills. In a decentralized network, the disturbance from a single node 
cannot eliminate the working process of the other networks your applications will still be 
working regardless of how users come and go.

Likeliness of a single point of failure

Governments have access to shut down citizen's social media access whenever they want to 
censor reports of internal occurrences. If the government wishes to stop the operations on 
twitter, for instance, they only need to stop traffic going to twitter's central data. In the case of 
peer to peer network, it is very difficult to censor traffic.

Less censorship
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DYNATIQ SOLUTIONS

The implication of this is that amazing products and tools can be developed by anyone on the 
decentralized networks as compared to centralized technology which is usually closed off with 
limited developmental opportunities.

Decentralization does not necessarily mean that companies won't make money. It is directly 
opposite of this. The more great tools and products that are introduced, the larger the network 
effects are locking users into the network thereby providing more opportunities to build a great 
business on top. An example of an open network is the world wide web and it facilitated the 
growth. 

Decentralized networks also come with their own tradeoffs as they can be very slow to operate 
and interact with. Sometimes they can also be inefficient and expensive to run.

Possibilities of opening development platforms
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DYNATIQ SOLUTIONS

The marketing of domain is the backbone of the 
domain industry. Large sales bring popularity to a 
domain and they offer liquidity to companies in 
this sector. Our business relies on website and 
domain sales which can also be resold within a 
short period of time. It is important to know the 
worth of domain and website industry since the 
volume ranges between $250 – 500 million per 
annum. The act of determining the actual value of 
domain sales for the entire industry can prove 
difficult because of private sales and other forms 
of sales that are subjected to NDA. Most 
marketplaces don't report their sales prices.

The figures of an approximately annual domain would make up a majority of the annual sales, 
however, if ernic and Sedo clear about $1million in a week as regards domain sales, this could 
be rounded up to over $1million annually. GoDaddy, SnapNames and other auction houses also 
clear hundreds of thousands worth of dollars monthly. This implies several millions of sales.

It is important to know that majority of domain sales are already subjected to NDA and they 
might have a policy for not disclosing their sales, however, while some people may conclude 
that a half billion in annual transactions is a chunk of an industry, we think this is a very solid 
figure especially considering the fact that there are less than 1,500 people that are making a full 
time living from the domain industry and this does not include employees of the domain 
registrars.

DOMAIN & WEBSITES 
INDUSTRY WORTH

It is important to know the 
worth of domain and 
website industry since the 
volume ranges between 

per annum

$250 – 500
MILLION
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DYNATIQ SOLUTIONS

Our technology uses escrow on a blockchain based marketplace. This escrow will provide 
various advantages to people who transact with it. Regardless if it is a website or domain sale, 
the use of escrow on the blockchain based marketplace will ensure that all buyers and sellers 
are equally protected thereby giving them an opportunity to settle their disputes with utmost 
concern.

With the aid of this escrow solution, funds sent by the buyer will be verified and kept safe. The 
website or domain will be sent to the buyer only when the payment is completed. The escrow 
and blockchain technology will help to track the domain or website and ensure that it is 
delivered on time and according to the terms and conditions stated in the agreement. In 
addition to this, the transaction will only be completed when the buyer accepts the delivery.

The entire transaction process is conducted 
under close supervision and honesty especially 
with the aid of blockchain technology. 

With Dynatiq technologies shielding your transactions, you can have a total belief that your 
funds are in safe hands and free from fraud. The transaction process is highly simplified and 
there is provision to ensure that there are no huge chargebacks and fees.

ESCROW USE ON 
BLOCKCHAIN BASED 
MARKETPLACE
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DYNATIQ SOLUTIONS

If you are familiar with buying things online you must have come across a typical online review. 
An aggregate star rating for your website or domain marketplace will help the upli!ment of a 
business. Even though customer reviews range in thoroughness and comprehensibility, they 
can have an adverse effect on audience attraction. Online reviews are very significant and a 
trust and feedback system offers this. They have the potential of breaking sale hence they 
become important in a marketing campaign.

Research shows that 88% of customers trust online reviews as much as a personal 
recommendation. This means that not offering user reviews can exclude 88% of your buying 
population as this will deprive customers of necessary information that will help them to make 
buying decisions.

Another benefit of trust and feedback system is on-site ranking. This will enable customer 
reviews for your business. On-site ranking can boost your company's organic search rankings in 
search engines. Any new review that is written about a certain product increases the number of 
unique content that is offered by your business. This means that it will help your degree of 
relevance thereby giving you a higher chance of getting those pages ranked.

Most online customers value trust and feedback 
system.

TRUST AND FEEDBACK 
SYSTEM
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DYNATIQ & BLOCKCHAIN

Another technological innovation is the Dynatiq. The fact that it is not being controlled by any 
forms of central authority and allows its users to dictate and confirm transactions is 
outstanding.

It simply ignores the need for a third party or a middleman during a transaction that involves 
Payment for buying and selling of websites and domains. The finished transaction is simply 
recorded in blocks and then blockchain where it is subjected to verification and recording.The 
blockchain database is shared by all participating nodes based on Dynatiq protocol. Every 
computer that is connected receives a blockchain copy which consists of records and proof of 
every executed transaction. It provides information about the value that is attached to a 
particular address at any point in time. The adoption of blockchain technology for Dynatiq will 
give rise to the following benefits:

In addition to these three major benefits, some amount of funds will be saved and transparency 
will be improved. With blockchain technology, auditing will become easy and smart contracts 
can be created or payments can be triggered when specific conditions are met. The websites 
and domain industries were attracted by the idea of eliminating middlemen and diving towards 
decentralization and demoralization thereby adopting the blockchain technology with the aim 
of disrupting various industries.

An automated blockchain technology reduces errors and 
eliminates repetitive confirmation steps.

Electronic ledgers are very cheap to maintain as 
compared to the traditional accounting systems.

There are minimal capitals that are held at risk of pending 
transaction thereby reducing processing delay.
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DYNATIQ KEY FEATURES

Being a cryptocurrency that uses a distributed 
ledger technology, Dynatiq ecosystem is a 
scalable one. Its growth is only controlled by 
the amount of crypto coin in circulation at a 
certain point in time and the number of 
transactions/reuses of the coin which are 
taking place.

Scalability

The staking process will enable the general 
public to acquire tokens, especially during the 

crowdfunding stage. A certain percentage of the  
generated funds will be channeled to 

operations pool in order to provide merchants 
with the amounts of tokens that will be paid 

out as rewards to customers. The idea of selling 
these tokens to merchants will be solely  

dependent on the situation. Whenever 
customers make purchases at participating 

merchants, the tokens will end up in the hands 
of customers. The customers will make the 

decisions on whether to trade it or redeem it. 
The token can be properly used a!er the 

successful launching of the platform.

Staking Process
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ICO DETAILS

The name of the ICO is Dynatiq with a ticker DTQ. The total supply of token is 10 millions and 
there are 8 millions of tokens available for sale.

20% - Facebook Bounties

20% - Twitter Bounties

20% - BitcoinTalk Signature Bounties

20% - Articles Bounties

20% - YouTube Bounties

BOUNTY PROGRAM
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ICO DETAILS

90% - ICO

5% - Team

5% - Bounty Program

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
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ICO DETAILS

50% - Development

25% - Marketing

25% - Legal & Regulation

ALLOCATION OF FUNDS
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY

MARKET
OPPORTUNITY

DEMAND

What are customers
looking for?

PRODUCT

What do you do
best?

COMPETITION

How are you
different?

MARKET RELEVANCE

MARKET FIT
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY

As of January 1, 2018, a total of global internet users was approximated to be 3,812,564,450  as 
compared to 3.42 billion that was recorded in 2016. Asia has always been the continent with the 
highest number of internet users in the world however their recent percentage dropped from 
50.1% to 49.7%. Europe has 17.0%. Latin America has 10.4% and Africa has 10%. North 
American only has 8.2%.

In Asia, China has 738,539,792 users while the United States has 286,942,362 users. Russia has 
109,55,842 users while Latin America has 18,526,199 users. Research also shows that North 
America has the highest penetration rate with a total of 88.1% of its people using the internet. 
In addition to this, Google now has over 6,586,013,574 searches per day worldwide.

Research also shows that digital marketing will generate 44% or approximately $237 billion 
globally in 2018.  Search advertisements are the most popular digital advertisement that is 
available now as the expenditure of marketers in 2018 reaches 12% with a total of $113 billion 
spent.

In the first quarter of 2017, there were 1.3 million new domain names that were registered 
which is a 3.7% increase from the previous year. The .net and .com had a total of 143.6 million 
domain name registration by the end of 2017.

There is a total of 331.9 million domain name registration that is available globally and this 
figure tends to increase by 6.7% per year. The top five most famous domain names that are 
currently available includes .com (129.2 million), .cn (21.4 million), .tk (19.1 million), .de (16.2 
million), and .net (15.1 million).

At the end of 2017, there were 1,310,780,385 active websites which is an increase from 
906,616,188 in January 2016. Wordpress, Drupal, and Jumia  dominates the content 
management system with a market share of 59.89%.
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ROADMAP

Q1 2017:

Research on domain & websites market.

Q2 2017:

Team building.

Q3 2017:

Development of marketplace.

Q4 2017:

Legal elaboration of the service.

Q1 2018:

ICO opens.

Android and iOS apps development.

Dynatiq will be added on altcoin exchanges.

Enhance online marketing campaign.

Q2 2018:

Recruiting additional developers.

Platform API for Merchants.

Optional escrow implementation.

Q3 2018:

Strengthen the partnerships.

Q4 2018:

Beta launch of our decentralized marketplace.
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CONCLUSION

Dynatiq, as well as many blockchain based platforms, helps to smoothen the experience in the 
buying and selling of goods and services like websites and domain name with the aid of 
cryptocurrency. This platform helps customers to earn a high ROI in a reliable and safe manner 
thereby improving customers loyalty. The unique thing about our platform is the decentralized 
tokens and it favors peer to peer transfer.

The company aims to expand and become globally recognized and to be built on a 
sophisticated technology that will ensure better transaction, customer loyalty, quality security, 
and minimal fees.


